QA Status Evaluation
Hg Linearity – Determine Test Expiration Dates

Did the test pass?

- No -> No expiration date
- Yes

Is test part of a group of initial cert tests that was completed in a subsequent quarter?

- Yes -> Expiration Date is end of quarter following later of the quarter of last completed test or ERBD quarter
- No

Is this a grace period test?

- Yes -> Expiration Date is the later of the end of test quarter or ERBD Quarter
- No -> Expiration Date is end of quarter following later of the test quarter or ERBD quarter

Determine test expiration date with extension as follows:

For each quarter beginning with the quarter of the test expiration date and continuing through the quarter prior to the current quarter, add 1 quarter to the test expiration date, if

(1) Location operated on or less than 168 hours during the quarter,
   Extension cannot exceed 3 quarters. Stop when extension does not apply for a quarter.